Leopold news

Frankfurt 2018

exciting news and recent
prizewinners:
Time to celebrate! A Letter for the
King by Tonke Dragt is to become a
worldwide Netflix Original series

A Zilveren Penseel (Silver Paint
brush) for And Then, Sheherazad,
and Then? by Imme Dros and
Annemarie van Haeringen

3x3 International Picture
Book Show No.15 – A silver
medal for Paul Poiret –
Dreaming of the Orient by
Enzo Pérès-Labourdette

Luchs Prize June 2018 (awarded
by Die Zeit and Radio Bremen) for
Gideon Samson’s Island Days

Hey, Who’s in the Loo?
reaches the top of the
Irish children’s picture
book chart!

Don’t Tell Me What I Am by Erna
Sassen winner of the BruutTAAL
Golden List 2018

Nobody’s Girl Nominated
for the BruutTAAL
Golden List 2018

Translation grants:
The Dutch Foundation for Literature supports writers and
translators and promotes Dutch literature abroad. Foreign
publishers may apply for a subsidy towards translation costs.
For information and application forms: Dutch Foundation
for Literature, Agnes Vogt, post@letterenfonds.nl,
Nieuwe Prinsengracht 89, 1018 VR Amsterdam,
T +31 (0)20 520 7300,
www.letterenfonds.nl

Leopold Publishers
Postbus 1050
1000 BB Amsterdam,
The Netherlands
Rights Manager: Sophie Mulder
sophie.mulder@wpgmedia.nl
www.leopold.nl

Leopold news

Frankfurt 2018

recent rights sold:

Italian (Il Castoro),
German (Freies
Geistesleben)

The Horror Bus
parts 1, 2 and 3
French (Bayard Presse
Editions), Korean (GimmYoung Publishers)

Lithuanian (Nieko Rimto)

Swedish (Tukan)

Swedish (Tukan),
Armenian (Zangak-97)

Complex Chinese (Cotton
Tree Publishing House)

German (Freies
Geistesleben)

Japanese (Bunka Gakuen)

Japanese (Bunka Gakuen)
and Arabic (Kalima)

Simplified Chinese
(Guangxi Normal
University Press Group)

German (Freies
Geistesleben)

Swedish (Berghs)

Russian (Strecoza)

German (Moritz Verlag)

Swedish (Berghs)

LEOPOLD BOOKS

Tonke Dragt

The Letter for the King
fiction
age 10+

• Winner of the Griffel der Griffels, best book of all times!
• A young squire, a dangerous mission, the struggle
between good and evil
• An exciting coming-of-age story set in the Middle Ages
• Translated into more than 22 languages!

The Letter for the King will be a Worldwide Netflix
Original series!
‘The plot is central, and
extrememly gripping, but the
writing also delivers lovely detail
and evocative description’
– The Guardian
‘It’s not a Dutch medieval world,
but an imaginary one. Most great
books transcend their national
setting and language and can
speak to people anywhere.’
– Adam Freudenheim in The
Independent

Tiuri sat up and looked at the
window. He couldn’t see anything
– not even a shadow – so perhaps
he could even think he’d imagined
it. If only that were true! But there
was no way he could do as the
voice had asked, no matter how
urgent it sounded. He buried
his face in his hands and tried to
clear his mind. Again he heard the
voice, very clearly, even though
it was no more than a whisper. ‘In
the name of God, open up!’ Tiuri
breaks the rules, which declare

more by tonke dragt:

FRANKFURT 2018

Original title: De brief voor de koning
14 x 21,5 cm | 464 pages
For more information about available language rights, please contact us
www.leopold.nl
sophie.mulder@wpgmedia.nl

that he must not talk to anyone
during the night of vigil before
his knighting ceremony. He opens
the door. The strange visitor’s
request turns out to involve a
very dangerous mission. As he
journeys to deliver an extremely
important letter to King Unauwen,
Tiuri is pursued by the vicious Red
Riders, who threaten his life. But
Tiuri is determined to reach the
king. The Black Knight with the
White Shield must not have died
in vain…

LEOPOLD BOOKS

Tonke Dragt

The Goldsmith and the Master Thief
fiction
age 10+

• Classics by Tonke Dragt, for all ages
1
• Stories full of adventure
and entertaining twists!
2
Emphasis on the strong
band between twin-brothers,
Tonke •Dragt
3
4
despite their different5 characters
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Jiacomo is one of16twins. He is
the spitting image17of his brother
18 are as different
Laurenzo, but they
19
as night and day. 20
Laurenzo wants
21
to make beautiful things and
22
becomes a goldsmith.
Jiacomo
23
loves travel and adventure
and
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Verhalen van de tweelingbroers
Tonke Dragt’s work has been translated into more
vrij naar babinase balladen
than 22 languages!

more by
tonke dragt:
leopold/amsterdam

Tweelingbroers_voorwerk.indd 3

10-12-2007 16:26:48

FRANKFURT 2018

Original title: De goudsmid en de meesterdief
14 x 21,5 cm | 364 pages
For more information about available language rights, please contact us
www.leopold.nl
sophie.mulder@wpgmedia.nl

is crafty enough to become an
excellent thief... A goldsmith and
a master thief who look so similar
they can easily take each other’s
place – there are many stories to
tell about how lives diverge and
come back together again.

LEOPOLD BOOKS

Milja Praagman
Join us!
picture book
age 3+

• Picture book for the Dutch Children’s Book Week 2018!
• By the creator of the Picture Book of the Year 2013:
Another 100 Nights to Sleep
• With the heart-warming and important theme of
‘friendship’
There’s something on Kit and
Pelle’s patch of grass. Something
that wasn’t there yesterday...
Extraordinary, colourful picture
book about friendship and the
power of imagination.

‘Milja Praagman has previously
illustrated for magazines Okki,
Bobo and Taptoe, and for Sesame
Street, but she also has a whole
series of picture books to her
name. They all have a certain
sweetness as well as naughtiness
about them, and the illustrations
are always colourful and lively.’
– Gooi en Eemlander on Another 100
Nights to Sleep

also by milja praagman:

Complex Chinese
(Cotton Tree
Publishing House)

FRANKFURT 2018

Original title: Kom erbij!
Full color | 24 x 29 cm | 32 pages
www.leopold.nl
sophie.mulder@wpgmedia.nl

Simplified Chinese
(Juvenile & Children’s
Publishing House)
and Danish (Turbine
Forlaget)

‘Milja Praagman has a fresh and
contemporary style, and sticks
closely to what interests small
children.’ – de Volkskrant on
Another 100 Nights to Sleep
‘Familiar and relatable for toddlers
and young children.’ – Jaap Leest
on Look at This!

LEOPOLD BOOKS

Imme Dros & Annemarie
van Haeringen
age 10+

And then, Sheherazad? And then?
Tales of Thousand and One Nights

• Winner of the Zilveren Penseel (Silver Paintbrush) 2018,
one of the most prestigious prizes for illustration
• Illustrator Annemarie van Haeringen has won a total of
3 Silver and 3 Golden Paintbrush awards
• Nominated for the Woutertje Pieterse Prize 2018
• A unique selection from the original One Thousand
and One Nights stories, retold by Imme Dros

Winner Zilveren Penseel (Silver Paintbrush) 2018
A long time ago in a land far
away… lived the young king
Shahryar, who discovered that his
wife was being unfaithful to him.
Crazy with heartbreak, he had
her killed. Then, every night, he
took a new bride, whom he had
beheaded by his visor the next
morning. Until Scheherazade, the
visor’s daughter, asks her father if
she can be the next bride. On the

‘Dros writes in a flowing metre,
choosing her own approach that
fits her passion for storytelling
and does justice to the oral
narrative tradition of the fairy
tales.’ – NRC Handelsblad

‘Imme Dros has made a vibrant
new selection from the One
Thousand and One Nights
stories. Beautifully illustrated by
Annemarie van Haeringen.’
– de Volkskrant

FRANKFURT 2018

Original title: En toen, Sheherazade, en toen?
– Uit de verhalen van duizend-en-een-nacht
Full colour | 21,3 x 28,6 cm | 208 pages
www.leopold.nl
sophie.mulder@wpgmedia.nl

first night, Scheherazade tells the
king a story that is not finished
by the morning. Shahryar lets her
live another day in order to hear
the ending the following night.
But the story segues into another
story that will not be concluded by
the morning. The betrayed ruler
cannot resist the incomplete, and
the nights come round again and
again…

LEOPOLD BOOKS

Max Velthuijs
Peekaboo with Frog
board book
age 2-6

• Play with Frog on every page!
• Includes Frog doll with magnetic hands
• Board book, not easily ripped

also available:

Frog has a new game. He goes straight
to Duck’s house to try it out! But she’s
not at home. He can’t show it to Bear
and Rat either. And there’s no answer
at Hare’s door. Where is everyone?
What should he do now? Fortunately
Frog’s friends are always there for
him!

FRANKFURT 2018

Original title: Kiekeboe met Kikker
Full colour | 16 x 16 cm | 16 pages
For more information about available language rights, please contact us
www.leopold.nl
sophie.mulder@wpgmedia.nl

LEOPOLD BOOKS

Max Velthuijs

Frog and the Shooting Star
picture book
age 2-6

• About shooting stars, wishes and unconditional
friendship
• Adapted into a brilliant stage production by Theater
Terra, a well-known Dutch theatre company

Wonderful new classic Frog picture book

Frog and his friends were sitting on a
hill outside, looking at the beautiful
starry sky.
‘If you see a shooting star, you can
make a wish,’ said Hare.
‘What’s a shooting star?’ asked Frog.
‘You’ll see,’ said Hare, ‘but watch
closely because it goes very fast.’

They waited patiently but nothing
happened for a very long time. And
then, suddenly...
‘There it is!’ cried Pig and Duck.
Everyone saw it, but at that very
moment Frog was looking the other
way…

Frog sighed. ‘This is the most beautiful night in my life.’

FRANKFURT 2018

Original title: Kikker en de vallende ster
Full colour | 23,5 x 28 cm | 32 pages
www.leopold.nl
sophie.mulder@wpgmedia.nl

All the friends make a wish.
Except for Frog. He goes home,
sad.
But Frog wouldn’t be Frog if he
didn’t wish for something nice for
his friends. And his friends come
up with a plan to show Frog a
shooting star after all.

LEOPOLD BOOKS

Bette Westera
& Sylvia Weve
art picture
book
all ages

Jawlensky: Her Eyes

• Children’s book to the exhibition of Alexej von Jawlensky
in the Gemeentemuseum Den Haag, Fall 2018
• Author and illustrator have worked together on a richly
illustrated poetic oeuvre
• Winners of the Woutertje Pieterse Prize and the Gouden
Griffel (Golden Slate Pencil) in 2015

In the house behind the church lives a
new boy with his father.
‘Don’t you have a mother?’ ask the
other children.
‘I do,’ says the boy. ‘You just can’t see
her.’
The other children look at each other.
‘If you can’t see something, it doesn’t
exist,’ they say.

But the new boy disagrees. He
paints pictures for his mother.
Pictures so big that he knows for
sure she can see them from behind
the stars. But how can she know
that he painted them?
‘Look at yourself through your
mother’s eyes,’ says his father.
‘That can’t be difficult for you: you
have her eyes.’

FRANKFURT 2018

Original title: Jawlensky. Haar ogen
Full colour | 24 x 29 cm | 32 pages
Please see our seperate brochure on our Art Books
German rights sold to Freies Geistesleben
www.leopold.nl
sophie.mulder@wpgmedia.nl

Alexej von Jawlensky (18641941) was born in a small town
in Russia. In 1896 he moved to
Munich where he became one of
the founders of Der Blaue Reiter.
Jawlensky often worked in series,
searching for the essence of the
imagination in painting and the
spiritual experience of it.

LEOPOLD BOOKS

Ted van Lieshout

They’ll Run Off with Your Nose
poetry
all ages

• Visual spectacle in words
• ‘I’ve created something crazy.’ In this new book, Ted van
Lieshout explores the limits of what is possible in a book.
When the dust slowly settles, a new order emerges.

Author is winner of the Gouden Griffel (Golden Slate
Pencil) and the Woutertje Pieterse Prize
Press on Under My Mattress the Pea:
‘Children’s poetry of the highest
order.’ – De Standaard

A poet starts writing a new collection of poetry.
But he gives up after just one poem.
Why?

‘Poems so beautiful you would
happily hang them life-size on your
wall.’ – NRC Handelsblad

Heartache!
How should he proceed with the book?
Help comes from an unexpected corner.

more by ted van lieshout:

But it all goes completely wrong!
Are they poems?
Is it a story?
It’s both at once!

Winner of the Grand prix 2017 of the Biennal
of Illustrations Bratislava! Simplified Chinese
language rights sold to Shandong Education
Press.

FRANKFURT 2018

Original title: Ze gaan er met je neus vandoor
Full colour | 16,3 x 24,6 cm | 88 pages
www.leopold.nl
sophie.mulder@wpgmedia.nl

LEOPOLD BOOKS

Jochem Myjer &
Rick de Haas
fiction
age 5-11

The Gorgles and the Secret
of the Glacier
• Jochem Myjer is loved by more than 2.000.000 followers
on social media
• Over 300.000 copies sold of The Gorgels. The Gorgles are
a national hit in the Netherlands
• Merchandise available!
• The Gorgles is published in Germany and Denmark

Successor to bestseller The Gorgles!
Melle and his family are staying
with one of Dad’s old friends,
who is a biologist in the Alps. In
the middle of the night, Melle’s
sister Limoni wakes up in a panic.
Where is her backpack? And more
importantly, where is her own
Gorgle, Belia?
also by jochem myjer:

Danish (Turbine
forlaget) and German
(Freies Geistesleben)
rights sold

German (Freies
Geistesleben) rights
sold

FRANKFURT 2018

Original title: De Gorgels en het geheim van de gletsjer
Full colour | 17 x 24 cm | 224 pages
English sample translation of The Gorgles available
www.leopold.nl
sophie.mulder@wpgmedia.nl

Thus begins a spine-chilling
adventure in which the trail leads
to the glacier that slowly begins
to melt now that it is getting
warmer. Melle, Bobba and Limoni
are introduced to marmots, birds
of prey, Mountain Gorgles and
Spewguts. They are helped by
Katja, who knows all about the
dangers of the mountains...

LEOPOLD BOOKS

Jim Bakkum
& Kirsten Michel
fiction
age 2+

Dadoo and his Friends
•
•
•
•

Author is famous actor and singer
Successor to Dadoo
Fun and bright stories to read aloud!
Published by Leopold’s new imprint Witte Leeuw
(White Lion)

The new adventures of Dadoo, and his friends!
Attention, here comes Dadoo with
his police walker. With Didi, the
girl next door, and his mischievous
dog Toby, he experiences all
kinds of adventures. He races
through the living room, jumps
on the trampoline, holds a

also by jim bakkum
and kirsten michel:

FRANKFURT 2018

Original title: Dadoe en zijn vriendjes
Full colour | 21 x 25 cm | 48 pages
www.leopold.nl
sophie.mulder@wpgmedia.nl

superstep competition and is
far from tired at the end of the
day! Lively, contemporary and
relatable stories to read aloud with
accompanying songs (including
karaoke versions) for children
aged two and above.
‘JIEHAA!’ Today, Dadoo is a real
cowboy. Or, a pirate? Together
with Didi and his mischievous
little dog Toby, every day is a fun
day! They discover a new friend
in the garden, have a sleepover
for the first time and welcome
Dadoo’s baby sister. With Dadoo
and his friends, every day is a new
adventure!

LEOPOLD BOOKS

Erna Sassen

My Best Friend Is an Indian
fiction
age 8+

• Sensitive, literary story from an acclaimed author
• Actual theme: refugees
• Beautiful illustrations by Martijn van der Linden in the
style of Native American rock art
• Will be adapted into a musical theatre production
• German rights sold to Freies Geistesleben,
and Italian rights to Il Castoro

Main title Dutch Children’s Book Week 2018
‘Erna Sassen paints a sensitive
portrait of a lonely boy who finds
a kindred spirit’ – Trouw Tijd

‘Her sentences glide and flow.
Erna Sassen has an almost
mindboggling feeling for
language.’ – NRC Handelsblad

‘A very successful combination of
text and images.’ – Wykein

young adult books by erna sassen:

German (Freies
Geistesleben)

German (Freies
Geistesleben),
Nominated for
BruutTAAL Golden
List 2018

Danish (Turbine
forlaget), German
(Freies Geistesleben)

FRANKFURT 2018

Original title: Een indiaan als jij en ik
Full colour | 15 x 22 cm | 128 pages
English sample translation available of My Best Friend Is an Indian
Rights sold: German (Freies Geistesleben), Italian (Il Castoro)
www.leopold.nl
sophie.mulder@wpgmedia.nl

Aïsha is the new girl in class.
And she’s an Indian. Boaz is sure
of it. Aïsha speaks a different
language. He can’t understand
her, but he can understand her
drawings. Then Boaz’s dad and
teacher decide that he should skip
a year. Because he needs more of
a ‘challenge’. But is that what Boaz
wants, just when he has found
Aisha?

LEOPOLD BOOKS

Harmen van Straaten
fiction
age 8+

The Mysterious Disappearance
of Toni Malloni
• Hilarious and funny style of writing
• Touching, humorous adventure with the imagination
front and centre!
• Author was recommended several times by the Dutch
Children’s Jury and was the writer of the free gift-book
during the Children’s Book Week 2013!

About a magic hat, an amusement park and an
important assignment...
‘Humour, suspense and
amazement go hand in hand.’
– De Limburger
‘My three year old daughter’s
new favorite phrase of the last six
weeks is ‘hurry up there, you in
the loo’!’ – reader’s quote

About Hey, who’s in the loo?
“A great, humorous picture book
with wonderfully expressive
illustrations in watercolour”
– NBD Biblion

also by harmen van straaten:

Number one of the Irish
Children’s picture book
chart
German (Freies Geistes
leben), English (Red
Robin Books), Korean
(Bookstory Publishing)

German (Freies
Geistesleben)

FRANKFURT 2018

Original title: De geheimzinnige verdwijning van Toni Malloni
Full color | 15 x 22 cm | 128 pages
English sample translation available of Bor ziet spoken
www.leopold.nl
sophie.mulder@wpgmedia.nl

Up in the attic, Toni Malloni
disappears into the magic hat of
his long-lost grandad. He ends
up in an amusement park full of
colourful characters: a giant, a
cowgirl on a plane, and an orphan
girl who has been sawn in two.
Everyone seems to be expecting
him.
It soon becomes clear that Toni
has an important assignment: to
find his grandad and thus save
Malloniland from destruction...

LEOPOLD BOOKS

Sabine Wisman
& Annet Schaap
fiction
age 8+

I’m a Mermaid (But That’s a Secret)
• Wonderful story inspired by the latest trend: mermaids!
• Illustrated by award-winning illustrator Annet Schaap

Mare is a mermaid, but nobody
knows that. Even Mum doesn’t
know. That’s why she must wait
till night-time, when she secretly
takes a bath and her legs turn into
a beautiful tail. It’s not easy having
such a secret. Especially when you
have to swim with the rest of your
class…

FRANKFURT 2018

Original title: Ik ben een zeemeermin (maar dat is geheim)
14 x 21,5 cm | 96 pages
www.leopold.nl
sophie.mulder@wpgmedia.nl

LEOPOLD BOOKS

non-fiction

Mommyyy!
& Escape from your phone. Tips and
tricks for the best offline moments
• Published by Leopold’s new imprint Witte Leeuw
(White Lion)
• Fun and small gift-books

Loes & Elke Kamphuis

Mommyyy! Recognisable moments for every mom
Escape from your phone
Sleepdeprived? Check. Chockfull
laundry basket? Check. Screaming
child in the supermarket? Check.
Livingroom exploded? Check.
This little book is filled with
recognisable mommy-moments,
accompanied by humoristic
illustrations!

How well do you know your
neighbourhood?
Ask people on the street, family or
friends what their favorite spot is and
go there.
Then, write a small review about every
favorite spot you visited,
buy a disposable camera and take
pictures of every spot,
and create a small tourguide of your
neighbourhood!

FRANKFURT 2018

Original title: Ontsnap aan je telefoon. Tips voor de leukste offline momenten
11,5 x 16 cm | 64 pages | age: 8+
Original title: Mamaaa! Herkenbare momenten voor alle moeders
11,5 x 16 cm | 64 pages | age: for moms and moms to be
www.leopold.nl
sophie.mulder@wpgmedia.nl

LEOPOLD BOOKS

Secret series!

Suitable for beginning readers
fiction
ages 8-10

• Two new titles in the Secret series!
• Very actual themes: vlogging and mindfulness
• Both books illustrated by Saskia Halfmouw, known from
her illustrations in Weekend and the Fuchsia series by
Paul van Loon

Mireille Geus
The Secret of silence
‘These books transport the reader
to another world. They are full
of excitement and particularly
suitable for children who don’t
usually read very much.’ Hanneke
van den Berg on the Secret series

Mika is on holiday with her
parents, but they do nothing but
argue! Mika decides to take part
in a pole-sitting competition to
force her parents to listen for
once – to each other and to her.

more in the secret series:

Wieke van Oordt
The Secret of the vlogger

Tibo wants to become a famous
vlogger. That’s not easy: how do
you make an attention-grabbing
video every day? Then, by chance,
he films Joosje being pulled into a
car. She’s being kidnapped! Can
he save her – with the help of his
online followers?
FRANKFURT 2018

Original title: Het geheim van de stilte
15 x 21,5 cm | 112 pages
Original title: Het geheim van de vlogger
15 x 21,5 cm | 112 pages
www.leopold.nl
sophie.mulder@wpgmedia.nl

LEOPOLD BOOKS

Rindert Kromhout

Ellie and Nellie’s Disastrous Journey
fiction
ages 8-10

• Very entertaining collection of stories to read aloud
• Winner of Dutch Children’s Jury Prize
• Illustrations by award-winning illustrator Annemarie
van Haeringen
• More than 100.000 of Ellie and Nellie books sold

Go on an adventure with the most terrible twins
on earth
The terrible twins Ellie and Nellie
have blown it with the villagers
once and for all. For that reason,
the two girls leave the Netherlands
for good, to a country where no
one knows them. Together with
their parents, they take the boat to
their grandma in Spain. But on the
way there... a terrible storm at sea!
Towering waves! Girls overboard!
What a journey, a disastrous
journey!
This collection includes three Ellie
and Nellie books.

FRANKFURT 2018

Original title: De rampzalige reis van Ellie en Nellie
15 x 22 cm | 160 pages
www.leopold.nl
sophie.mulder@wpgmedia.nl

LEOPOLD BOOKS

Lydia Rood
Justin’s Rival
fiction
age 9+

• Powerful youth novel about bullying, based on an idea
by Jason (age 10)
• Author of many more books with thrilling themes for
young people
• Award-winning author Lydia Rood strikes again!

Press on Nobody’s Girl:
‘Fast-paced and unputdownable.
Fierce, funky and engaged. She
goes precisely where her fellow
YA authors daren’t or can’t go.
Thrilling, exciting, witty, energetic.
Rood gives one hell of a right
hook’ – de Volkskrant

‘Once more, Lydia Rood proves
to be one of the top young adult
authors in the Netherlands’
– Trouw
‘It is incredible how well the
author describes the reality of
children of today!’ – EOV

also by lydia rood:

Nominated for the BruutTAAL
Golden List 2018

FRANKFURT 2018

Original title: Justins rivaal
15 x 22 cm | 128 pages
www.leopold.nl
sophie.mulder@wpgmedia.nl

Shoving, name-calling, pushing
into the ditch... Justin is being
bullied. When he discovers that
bully Danilo is having a hard time
at home, Justin decides to help
him. But how far do you go for one
of the biggest bullies in the class?
Justin’s Rival is based on an idea by
Jason (age 10). Lydia Rood visited
his school weekly as part of an
initiative in which children’s book
authors become long-term guest
writers in schools. The result of
this special collaboration between
child and writer is a topical youth
novel that makes a powerful
impact.

LEOPOLD BOOKS

Selma Noort

Silas and the Wolf
fiction
age 9+

• Favourite author of children aged 9+
• The Sea Came Through the Letterbox was awarded
a Vlag & Wimpel (Flag & Pennant) 2016 and
the Thea Beckman Prize

Noort has written a relevant,
meticulous novella, in which she
really gets under Liesje’s skin.’
– Jaap Leest on The Sea Came
Through the Letterbox
‘Selma Noort’s stories are for
anyone who loves realistic
stories about characters who
really care, written with care
and commitment.’ – Griffeljury

more by selma noort:

Awarded with a Flag &
Pennant and the Thea
Beckman Prize 2016

FRANKFURT 2018

Original title: Silas en de wolf
15 x 22 cm | 128 pages
www.leopold.nl
sophie.mulder@wpgmedia.nl

‘I saw the most amazing animal in
the forest,’ said Silas.
Johanna smiled. ‘It was a red
robber, wasn’t it?’
‘A red robber?’
‘Yes, Silas, a red robber. A fox!’
‘No, not a fox. It was an animal...
much more dangerous than a fox.’

Silas moves to a small village on a
hill between the woods. He makes
new friends there. Rinke, who
is bossy. Johanna, who is blind.
‘Kamiel is a hunter, and the baker
hunts too!’ says Johanna. ‘Don’t tell
anyone what you saw in the forest,
Silas!’ But Silas really doesn’t want
to keep this a secret.

LEOPOLD BOOKS

Gideon Samson
& Joren Joshua
fiction
age 9+

Zeb.

• Award-winning author
• An ode to boundless imagination and well-dosed
absurdism
• Bright and refreshing illustrations by Joren Joshua

Zeb. challenges the reader’s intellect to broaden and
even to go beyond the well-known borders
of ordinary concepts
This is the story of our class. It is

The media on Zeb.:
‘This cherishable
children’s book is a
work of art in itself.’
– Het Parool

also by gideon samson:

‘Zeb. is already one
of the best children’s
books of 2018’ – Trouw

Vlag & Wimpel
(Flag & Pennant)

Zilveren Griffel
(Silver Slate
Pencil)

Zilveren Griffel
(Silver Slate
Pencil)

FRANKFURT 2018

Original title: Zeb.
Full colour | 17 x 24 cm | 96 pages
Please note our seperate brochure on Gideon Samson
Rights sold: German (Gerstenberg Verlag)
English sample translation available of Zeb.
www.leopold.nl
sophie.mulder@wpgmedia.nl

‘Zeb. is exciting, playful,
funny, well-thought-out,
subtle and intelligent.’
– de Volkskrant

the story of Imara, Ravi, Jayden,
Katinka, Noepy, Max, Ziva, Lev,
Annabelle, Meral, Wies, Ozzie and
everybody else. And Ariane, of
course. Did we mention that Ariane
is a zebra? It’s not particularly
important, if that’s what you were
thinking, but at least you know.
We are Miss Cato’s class.
Eleven stories, some absurd, some
crazy, all of them told by children
from the most ordinary class.
Gideon Samson brought them
together in a characteristic and
playful way and the wonderful
illustrations by Rotterdam-based
artist Joren Joshua are the best
match to his style.

LEOPOLD BOOKS

Paul van Loon
fiction,
beginning
readers
age 7+, 10+

The Vampire Club
Visions of Horror

• Author Paul van Loon is the master of horror
with humor!
• The Vampire Club: a wonderful book for
beginning readers
• Visions of Horror: a classic by bestselling
author Paul van Loon

Paul van Loon: most
popular author of The
Netherlands and multiple winner
of the Dutch Children’s Jury Prize

‘Paul van Loon knows how
to write very thrilling books,
without causing nightmares’!
– NBD Biblion

As soon as Louisa arrives at
her uncle and aunt’s house,
strange things start to happen:
in broad daylight, Louisa has
terrifying visions of people she
doesn’t know. This happens
increasingly often and the visions
are increasingly intense. And her
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uncle and aunt don’t seem to be
too happy about her coming to
stay, either. Gradually, Louisa
begins to discover a connection
between the visions. But just as she
is about to solve the puzzle, she
gets into an argument with Alex,
the only person she can trust.

‘Hi,’ says a voice. Vampires Kees
and Gijs jump up in fright. They
see a face as white as a sheet and
very long fangs. ‘I’m Hugo. I’m a
vampire.’
‘So are we,’ says Kees.
‘We’re the bitiest biters,’ says Gijs.
Kees and Gijs simply take their
vampire teeth out at night. But
Hugo’s seem to be real!
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Linda Dielemans
The Lion’s Shadow
fiction
age 11+

• Page turner
• Linda Dielemans is an archaeologist by education!
• Worlds of long ago come to life. 28.000 years back in
time...
• Inspired by and based on the cave homes that can still
be visited in Burgundy, France

Brilliant story of the dream world in ancient times
‘Linda Dielemans writes
brilliantly, with lively dialogue,
and brings a piece of history to
life. A very successful historical
children’s book that leaves you
hoping for a follow-up’
– Toin Duijx in Wykein
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‘The Lion’s Shadow is fast-paced,
well-structured and thoughtthrough perfectly. It’s a thrilling
and interesting story that makes a
big impression’ – reader’s quote
‘Dielemans successfully outlines
a very layered image of a young
girl that develops into a strong
woman’ – reader’s quote

Sharp teeth gleamed in his mouth and
his eyes were yellow with small, black
pupils. A predator’s eyes. Dangerous
eyes.
It’s 28.000 years ago. Joeni is all
alone. Cast out by her tribe, she
travels across the plain, looking
for the mammoth hunters who
never came back, armed only
with her spear – and her dreams.
Joeni dreams of what will
become reality, but the tribe’s
matriarch has forbidden her from
interpreting her dreams. How can
she stop dreaming?
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Maren Stoffels
Fright Night
fiction
age 14+

• Page turner
• Cover with augmented reality
• Escape Room has been reprinted three times in six
months
• Author seeks out the fine line between a fun fright
and sheer terror…

Face to face with your greatest fear

Press on Escape Room:
‘Spine-chillingly exciting!’
– HEBBAN.NL
‘Compliments to the author, […]
I never read something as thrilling
as this story!’ – reader’s quote

Four friends sign up for an Escape
Room. In this game, they have
to escape from a room within 60
minutes. But what happens when
the person who locks them in
has no intention of letting them
out? One of the four friends is the
target. But who?

‘Stoffels knows how to build up
the tension, but what’s going to
happen stays a mystery for a long
time’ – thrillersandmore.com

A group of friends sign up for
a Fright Night: they spend the
night in a forest, where they are
confronted with their greatest
fears. What happens if those fears
get too close? One of the young
people won’t survive the night.
And one of them is the killer...
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